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MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV   AND X64

Improve your business processes with a cost effective solution.

Efficiency and accuracy of data collection

Efficiency and accuracy of data collection are two key factors affecting performance throughout the whole inventory 

management. As a consequence, customer service will also suffer affecting equally quality. The end result is total lack 

of business performance and a higher rate of unnecessary expenses.  

key benefits of using X64

 Some of the key benefits of using X64 along with Microsoft Dynamics Nav are:

- Accurate collection of inventory data in real time

- Visibility of data is accurately increased throughout the entire business

- Dramatic increase in efficiency and productivity

- Improved management processes, better customer service, boost in performance

- Waste reduction, better control
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Accuracy of data

Microsoft Dynamics Nav along with our XRT models help achieving that level of accuracy of data to be captured and 

necessary speed to optimise and radically improve the whole business processes.

Our XRT models connect easily to Microsoft Business Solutions - Microsoft Dynamics Nav - enforcing an accurate data 

collection throughout the business in real-time. Without any doubt, the end result is an overall business performance 

improvement, enabling high quality and customer satisfaction. When having an accurate and reliable inventory data 

collected, companies can achieve huge cost savings and ultimately attain faster and more efficient business 

development. 

Improvement and development

Throughout the company, the sensation will be of improvement and development. This reflects based on  a customer 

service improvement because the various departments within the company (namely sales, financial and customer 

service) will have accurate and real-time data running through their system.

More over, companies operating X64 along with Microsoft Dynamics Nav may be assured that they will benefit from 

increased warehouse productivity, reduced waste, and optimal improvements throughout most departments. 

With X64 along with Microsoft Dynamics Nav, the company can rest assured that biased data, inaccurate numbers, and 

slow performance are things from the past.  Processes such as picking and putting away of merchandising are now 

precise and in real time.

When using manual entry processes it is normal have create errors which sometimes lead to huge waste and expenses. 

Many are the times that costs increase and returns get reduced below forecast. Possible reasons for this common type 

of situation may be stocks being picked up or put away incorrectly, or even mistakes with the numbers retrieved while 

stocking.
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Precise stock location information is available on the terminal, which allows a faster pick and drop without having to go 

through paper work or even run down shelves in search for the right location. X64 wireless terminals give workers the 

capability to enter and access information in real-time anywhere within the company and while moving from one location 

to another. Therefore, information in the system is current and accurate avoiding any discrepancies. Inventory items can 

be tracked down easily from dropping point to collection, which allows the company to achieve greater productivity and 

better customer service, which ultimately can be used as a competitive advantage tool. 

The data collection process is accurately retrieved in real time, which means that any issues arising are spotted 

immediately and corrected. Because X64 wireless terminals permite an automated access to accurate inventory data, 

high stock turnover is no longer a reason to struggle. Consequently, the warehouse space can be used more effectively, 

and there will be a high precision of picking or putting away actions.  

Easy and clear functionality

Microsoft Dynamics Nav has a clear user interface with well designed screens that guide the user through the various 

tasks in the warehouse. Due to such a simple and intuitive way of managing business processes, many are the 

companies now deciding to use Microsoft Dynamics Nav along with wireless terminals, because they understand that it 

makes the job easier. This is also a cost effective solution based on the time saved training staff. Temporary employees 

and new ones as well, can now easily complete warehouse tasks even without knowing well the premisses.  This way, 

there is no need to waste time and money on training and all employees in the company can have access to the same 

set of accurate inventory data on a real-time basis.  The information collected via X64 wireless terminals can easily be 

shared with other applications so that you can act on inventory information quickly.  

The benefits of X64 along with Microsoft Dynamics Nav will certainly be visible across the entire company. Special 

strength will be displayed within the bottom line where the company will attain cost savings and waste reduction from 

improved inventory management and business processes. 

Contact us  

Should you wish to find out more about X64 products, please contact our team
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on +35 (1) 229 351 305 where they will be pleased to  provide you with all the necessary information for you and your 

company to optimise your business operations. If you would like to become an agent partner, you can contact us on the 

same above-mentioned number or on any of the following contacts:

X64 Ltd.

R. Primeiro de Dezembro, 243 S-33

4450-227 Matosinhos

Portugal

Phone: +351 229 351 305

Fax:    + 351 229 351 307

mail@x64.com

About X64 solutions 

X64 offers a range wireless terminals designed to help small and big businesses become more connected 

improving operations. X64 solutions automate end-to-end 

business processes across distribution, manufacturing, supply chain management, and a lot more. More information

about X64 products can be found at: http://www.x64.com 


